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PRODUCTS AFFECTED:

| SP706RCN-L | SP706RCN-L/TR | SP706RCU-L | SP706RCU-L/TR |
| SP706REN-L | SP706REN-L/TR | SP706REU-L | SP706REU-L/TR |
| SP706SCN-L | SP706SCN-L/TR | SP706SCU-L | SP706SCU-L/TR |
| SP706SEN-L | SP706SEN-L/TR | SP706SEU-L | SP706SEU-L/TR |
| SP706TCN-L | SP706TCN-L/TR | SP706TCU-L | SP706TCU-L/TR |
| SP706TEN-L | SP706TEN-L/TR | SP706TEU-L | SP706TEU-L/TR |
| SP708REN-L | SP708REN-L/TR | SP708SCN-L | SP708SCN-L/TR |
| SP708SCU-L | SP708SCU-L/TR | SP708SEN-L | SP708SEN-L/TR |
| SP708TCN-L | SP708TCN-L/TR | SP708TEN-L | SP708TEN-L/TR |

CHANGE CATEGORY:

- Material
- Design
- Other: ☑ Datasheet
- Process
- Package
- Packing/Shipping

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE:

Supply Current specification updated to match industry standard with 3.3V and 5.5V specifications.
PFI specification updated. Customers should review PFI resistor divider values.
Discontinued products removed from datasheet.

IMPACT OF CHANGE:

With wider PFI input current, resistor selection should be reviewed.

TARGET IMPLEMENTATION DATE: 21-AUGUST-2015

Please contact customer support (customersupport@exar.com) for sample date availability or qualification data.
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